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The other inconvenient truth 
[listening comprehension questions] 

Author: Jonathan Foley 
Date: Oct 2010 
Time: (17:46) 
Location: TED TALKS 
Level: ***** [C1] 
 
Link: 
http://www.ted.com/talks/jonathan_foley_the_other_inconvenient_truth?language=en 
 

Check these words before listening: 

Key vocabulary 
1. The inconvenient truth (Film by Al Gore) 
2. A satellite 
3. Landscapes 
4. Rondonia (Amazon) / Bolivian edge of the Amazon 
5. Primeval Jungle 
6. To transmit diseases 
7. Soy beans (crop) 
8. The Sahara Desert / Siberia / Colorado / Kazakhstan / Uzbekistan 
9. Aral Sea / Lake / Huron / The Soviet Union 
10. Suburban sprawl 
11. Irony 
12. Irrigation 
13. Toxic waste 
14. Biological weapons testing 
15. Archaeologist 
16. Greenhouse gases / Methane / Nitrous Oxide / Carbon 
17. Fertilizers / Nitrogen / phosphorous 
18. Biodiversity loss 
19. Bio-fuels / bioenergy 
20. Soils / plant nutrients 
21. GMOs 
22. Trade subsidies 
23. Conservation 
24. Terraculture 
25. Crop lands 
26. International dialogue 
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The other inconvenient truth 
TED TALK: Jonathan Foley [Oct 2010. 17:46] 

    

Explain what you understand 
 

1. What is important about the Amazon satellite pictures? (Explain ‘fishbone pattern’) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Explain what was said about Croplands / Pasture? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. 40% / 60% / 50% / 30% /  
 
 
 
 
 
 

4. Explain the examples of the Colorado River / Aral Sea? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5. Why is agriculture the biggest problem to the planet today? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6. Is farm more land the answer? 
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7. What are the 5 stresses on natural resources? 

 
 
 
 
 
 

8. What are the 8 possible solutions? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

9. Who needs to ‘come to the table’? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
10.  Overall conclusion 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Critical thinking – Are we destroying the environment? Are you optimistic about the future? Are 
we listening to the warnings? Is population increase a good thing? Will we be able to provide 
enough food and water for future generations? We’ve never been in this position before and is 
there a possibility we could get it wrong? Do we care – do you care and what are you doing about 
it? Anything else? 
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The other inconvenient truth ANSWERS 
    
 
Main idea - land use - food - the environment 
Satellite Pics:  night from space (dominate human presence) 
Amazon 1975 small road/ 2001 many road (beef farming - deforestation) 
 
1. What is important about the Amazon satellite pictures? (Explain ‘fishbone pattern’) 
Fish bone pattern (1 road = the start of many) 
Bolivia - small white line/ lone farmer 2003 similar to Ohio. Growing animal feed (soy) 
Tour the world - similar patterns 
Q. How much of the world is used to grow food? 
 
2. Explain what was said about Croplands / Pasture? 
Crop land 16m km2 (size of S.America) Pasture 30m km2 (size of Africa) 
 
3. 40% / 60% / 50% / 30% /  
40% = agriculture.  60% more than cities result= enormous use of land / water 
50% fresh water (70% of this used for agriculture) 30% of greenhouse gases 
 
4. Explain the examples of the Colorado River / Aral sea? 
Examples: Pic: lettuce being irrigated in Arizona desert (idea - irresponsible use of water) 
Colorado river (used for irrigation) pic: 1950 = full now= v.low and doesn't go to sea Pic: Aral 
sea 1973/1986/1999/2004/2009 (1950 diverted for irrigation) old Soviet Union Enviro 
disaster desert now / toxic dump / biological weapons tested/ a dump / 19 out of 25 fish 
extinct. Pic: fishing fleets without water 
Agriculture single most powerful destructive force since Ice Age 
 
5. Why is agriculture the biggest problem to the planet today? 
Agriculture causes global warming / CO2 burning tropical rainforest / NO2 fertilisers pollute 
water / methane from cows 
Population rise from 7 b to 9.5 b How can we feed the people in the future?? 
 
6. Is farm more land the answer? 
Solution: More farm land - NO as this land needs to be protected 
 
Solution: boast yields - YES (pic map of under developed agricultural areas) brown areas on 
Map are inefficient eastern block countries i.e Russia  
Implications: 2 points to consider - food security / environmental security 
Balancing Act: Organic food/ local food/ GMOs - (no silver bullet more like silver buckshot) 
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7. What are the 5 stresses on natural resources? 
Stress on natural resources 
1. Population growth (9million by 2040) 
2. Meat consumption 
3. Dairy consumption 
4. Energy costs 
5. Bioenergy production 
          
8. What are the 8 possible solutions? 
NO one solution 
Ideas -  
1. International dialogue 
2. Incentives for farmers 
3. Precision agriculture 
4. New crop varieties  
5. Drip irrigation 
6. Gray water recycling 
7. Better tillage practices 
8. Smarter diets 
 
9. Who needs to ‘come to the table’? 
Everyone around the table 
1. Advocates of commercial agriculture 
2. Environmental conservation 
3. Organic farming 
 
 
10. Overall conclusion:  
No one solution, great challenge ahead for people kind, and have to get it right first time. 
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